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Sabrang Tourism Park will be the first exclusive tourism park in the Cox’s Bazar district encompassing an area of 1027 acres. Sabrang is adorned with amazing hill and sea beach territory, multifaceted diversity and exquisite beauty. The purest air, lofty hill, sea and lagoon create perfect conditions for the development of all types of tourism & entertainment facilities.

Advantages of the Park

- 60 Minutes proximity to Cox’s Bazar International Airport
- Located with exclusive beach front
- Half an hour Sea cruise to St. Martin - a coral island
- 8 km away from Teknaf land port
- Access to the Bay of Bengal
- Well-connected by road and sea
- Availability of local operators in tourism sector
NAF TOURISM PARK

Advantages of the Park

- Located beside the hill range of Teknaf in the midst of Naf river
- One hour Sea Cruise to St. Martin - a coral island
- Teknaf Land Port only 0.4 km from the tourism park
- 1 hour proximity to Cox's Bazar Airport

Speciality of Naf Tourism Park

- Theme Cruise
- 5 Star Hotel
- Cable car
- Multi Formatted Food Court & Themed Pavilions
- Jungle Jogging Tracks, Night Camps, Eco Friendly Resorts
- Mini Golf Course, Light and Sound show
- Entertainment zone
- Sky bridge
- Ocenarium, Water sports Complex
- Game parlours, Birds Watching and View Towers
- Harbour Bridge
SONADIA ECO-TOURISM PARK

Sonadia Eco-Tourism Park, Located at the Southern tip of Maheshkhali, will offer deep blue water off the coast. During the construction and operation phase of eco-tourism park the existing eco system including flora-fauna and other natural elements will be conserved carefully along with a splendid jhau forest created by BEZA. Furthermore special conservatory will be incorporated in the tourism park to preserve the natural lives of crabs, turtles and birds.

The main attractions will be

- Eco-Resort
- Hanging Restaurant
- Children Park
- Eco-Cottage
- Swimming Pool
- Fun lake
- Aqua Park
- Water sport
- Golf